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+emechanical model of transverse vibration of sucker rod string (SRS) in directional well is simplified to the transverse vibration
model of longitudinal and transverse curved beam with initial bending under borehole constraints. In this paper, besides
considering the excitation of alternating axial load on the transverse vibration of SRS, it is proposed for the first time that curved
borehole is also the main excitation for the transverse vibration when the SRS moves reciprocating axially in the borehole. Based
on the elastic body vibration theory, the transverse vibration mathematical model of SRS with initial bending under borehole
constraints is established. In this model, the curved borehole excitation caused by the axial motion and the alternating axial load
excitation is considered. Besides, the elastic collision theory is applied to describe the constraint of tube on the SRS transverse
vibration in this model. +en the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method is used to calculate the transverse vibration of SRS in
directional wells.+e simulation results show the following: (1)+e simulation results of the three simulation models in this paper
are different. +e results indicate that the curved borehole excitation caused by the axial motion and the alternating axial load
excitation is the main excitation for the SRS transverse vibration. (2) In directional wells, the rod and tube contact along the well
depth, and the dangerous sections locate at the deviation section of the borehole and the compression section of the rod. On the
whole, the contact force between rod and tube in deviation section of borehole is larger. +e transverse vibration of the
compression section of the rod is the most violent.

1. Introduction

Pumping unit lifting is the main way of artificial lifting [1].
+e study of rod string mechanics is the basis of pumping
unit lifting design and optimization [2–6]. In oilfields, di-
rectional wells account for the vast majority of pumping
wells. In directional wells, the inclination and azimuth are
always changing, so the slope and torsion are always
changing too. +e directional borehole trajectory is a space
curve with large bending.+e bending of borehole trajectory
results in large contact force between rod and tube in di-
rectional wells, which leads to the irregular wear between rod
and tube. +e results of oil field production show that the
main reasons of directional well overhaul operation are the
SRS breakage and tube leakage caused by irregular wear
between rod and tube.+erefore, it is of great theoretical and

practical significance to study the law of bending defor-
mation of SRS in tube and the simulation method of contact
state and rod-tube contact force in directional well.

+e bending deformation of SRS in tube is similar to that
of drill string in borehole. It can be simplified as a me-
chanical problem of bending deformation of slender rod
string in borehole. At present, there are many researches on
the dynamic behavior of drill string [7–15]. Based on dif-
ferent methods and considering different excitation, dif-
ferent transverse vibration simulation models of drill string
were established. Yigit and Christoforou [8] established a
nonlinear coupling model of torsional and bending vibra-
tions of drill string, considering the rotation of drill string. It
was pointed out that the rotational speed of drill string is a
main factor affecting the dynamic behavior of drill string.
Ghasemloonia et al. [14] established an axial-transverse
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coupling vibration simulation model of drill string, con-
sidering the vibration generator tools. +e influence of vi-
bration generator tools on the stability and contact behavior
of drill string was discussed. In Ghasemloonia et al.’s work
[15], considering the mud damping, driving torque, and
space alternating axial load excitation, Galerkin’s method
was used to establish the nonlinear axial-transverse coupling
vibration simulation model of rotary drill string. It was
proposed that the contact between bottom hole assembly
and borehole is the main excitation of drill string transverse
vibration in the paper. +e dynamic behavior of SRS is
studied in [16–21]. Lukasiewicz [18] established an axial-
transverse coupling vibration model of SRS in deviation
plane based on elastomer theory, considering the initial
bending of borehole and the constraint of tube on rod string.
Xu et al. [19, 20] established three-dimensional simulation
models of axial-transverse coupling vibration of SRS, con-
sidering three-dimensional borehole trajectory, turbulent
viscous friction, and coulomb friction. Wang et al. [21]
established the finite element model of SRS three-dimen-
sional vibration based on the spatial straight beam element.
Wang and Dong [22] considered the nonlinear excitation of
the SRS’s geometric bending stiffness and established the
coupled axial-transverse vibration simulation model; then
the nonlinear phenomenon of SRS is analyzed on this basis.
In pumping wells, the essence of the mechanical model
adopted by the above researches can be summarized as
follows: +e SRS (longitudinal and transverse bending
beam) with or without initial bending generates transverse
vibration under the excitation of alternating axial load. +at
is, the alternating axial load is the excitation of transverse
vibration of SRS. +e essence of transverse vibration excited
by alternating axial load is that the alternating axial load
leads the SRS’s geometric bending stiffness changing with
time. It belongs to the nonlinear vibration problem of
parametric excitation, and the transverse displacement of
SRS is constrained by the tube wall. +e intermittent contact
collision between the tube wall and SRS is also the excitation
of the SRS transverse vibration.

Both the drill string and the SRS have axial motion
relative to the borehole. Especially in pumping wells, there is
axial reciprocating motion of SRS with large displacement
and velocity. As the axial position of the borehole bump
acting on the SRS changes with time, the curved borehole
trajectory is a transverse vibration excitation for the axially
moving SRS.+is problem is similar to the dynamic problem
of up-down vibration of vehicles under the excitation of
rough road surface. At present, the research on transverse
vibration of SRS excited by borehole trajectory has not been
reported in literature. In this paper, considering the initial
bending of SRS caused by the bending of borehole trajectory
and considering the excitation of borehole trajectory to the
transverse vibration of SRS, a transverse vibration simula-
tion model of SRS in tube is established based on the theory
of elastic body vibration.

+is paper is organized as follows: In Section 1, the
background and research status of the subject are intro-
duced. In Section 2, models for describing borehole tra-
jectory and SRS spatial shape are established. In Section 3,

the physical model and mathematical model of rod string
transverse are established. In Section 4, the calculating
method of the mathematical model of rod string transverse
vibration is introduced. In Section 5, a simulation example is
calculated, and the simulation results of the three models are
compared, which shows the necessity of establishing the
model in this paper. Finally the main conclusion is given.

2. Models for Describing Borehole Trajectory
and SRS Spatial Shape

Figure 1(a) is a schematic diagram of rod, tube, and pump
structure of a pumping well. +e SRS consists of a certain
number of sucker rods and couplings. +e SRS can be
composed of single-diameter sucker rods or sucker rods
with different diameters. In order to reflect the influence
of the SRS axial motion on its transverse vibration, the
position of any point on the axis of SRS is described by the
dynamic position curvilinear coordinates s and the static
position curvilinear coordinates sw, respectively. +e
dynamic position curvilinear coordinate is the position of
any point on the axis of the SRS relative to the suspension
point. +e static position curve coordinate is the position
of any point on the axis of the SRS relative to the well-
head. Figure 1(b) is a schematic diagram of the borehole
trajectory axis and the deformation of rod string axis. +e
borehole trajectory and the spatial shape of rod string axis
can be described by this chart.

2.1. Spatial Shape Description Model of Borehole Trajectory.
+e borehole trajectory is a spatial curve, which can be
described in rectangular coordinate system. +e Oxyz co-
ordinate system is established with the midpoint of the
wellhead as the origin of the coordinate. +e directions of
unit vectors i, j, and k are x, y, and z, respectively.

Any point A on the borehole trajectory can be expressed
as

rA sw(  � x sw( i + y sw( j + z sw( k. (1)

According to the test data of oil well, the inclination
angle α and azimuth angle φ of the oil well can be ob-
tained. Based on this, tangent vector τA, principal normal
vector nA, binormal vector bA, curvature kA, and torsion
TA at point A on borehole trajectory axis can be
calculated.

+e formulas for calculating tangent vector, principal
normal vector, and binormal vector are

τA � sin α cosφi + sin α sinφj + cos αk,

nA �
1

kA

zτA
zs

,

bA � τA × nA,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

and the formulas for calculating borehole trajectory axis
curvature and torsion are
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zτA
zsw
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_α2 + _φ2sin2 α


,

TA �
1

k2
A

τA,
zτA
zsw

,
z2τA
zs2w

 





�
1

k2
A

sin α( _α€φ − €α _φ)

+ cos α _φ3sin2 α _φ3 + 2 _α2 _φ( 

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

where _α is the first-order derivative of α to sw; €α is the
second-order derivative of α to sw; _φ is the first-order de-
rivative of φ to sw; €φ is the second-order derivative of φ to sw.

2.2. Spatial Shape Description Model of SRS. Based on the
description of borehole trajectory, the new coordinate sys-
tem is established at the origin of coordinate A point on
borehole trajectory, where the direction of e is the same as
the tangent direction of point A; the direction of u is the
same as the principal normal vector direction of point A; the
direction of w is the same as the binormal vector direction of
point A. +en point C of the rod string axis which is

corresponding to point A of borehole trajectory axis can be
expressed by rC(s):

rC(s) � rA sw(  + u(s, t)nA + w(s, t)bA, (4)

where u (s, t) is the displacement of any cross section s of SRS
in the direction of principal normal vector at time t; w (s, t) is
the displacement of any cross section s of SRS in the di-
rection of binormal vector at time t.

According to Frenet formula, tangent vector τC(s),
principal normal vector nC(s), binormal vector bC(s),
curvature kC(s), and torsion TC(s) of point C on SRS axis
can be calculated.

+e formulas for calculating tangent vector, principal
normal vector, and binormal vector of point C on rod
string axis can be written as

τC � τA + usnA + wsbA,

nC �
kA + uss( nA + wssbA 

kC
,

bC �
−wssnA + kA + uss( bA 

kC
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)
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Figure 1: Models for describing borehole trajectory and SRS spatial shape.
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where us is the first-order partial derivative of u to s; uss is the
second-order partial derivative of u to s; ws is the first-order
partial derivative of w to s; wss is the second-order partial
derivative of w to s.

+e formulas for calculating SRS axis curvature and
torsion can be expressed as follows:

kC ��

��������������

kA + uss( 
2

+ w2
ss



,

TC �
−wss kA( s + usss  + wsss kA + uss  

k2
C

,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

where usss is the third-order partial derivative of u to s; wsss is
the third-order partial derivative of w to s; (kA)s is the first-
order partial derivative of kA to s.

3. Transverse Vibration Mechanics and
Mathematical Model

Figure 1(a) shows that the sucker rod (smooth rod) moves
up and down relative to the pan root at the wellhead. +e
transverse displacement and cross-sectional angle of the SRS
are restricted by the pan root. +erefore, while studying the
transverse vibration of SRS, the sucker rod at the wellhead
pan root can be simplified as a fixed end with axial sliding
(ignoring the height of pan root box). +e plunger of a
sucker rod pump moves up and down in the pump barrel.
+e transverse displacement and cross-sectional angle of the
plunger are restricted by the pump barrel. +erefore, the
bottom end of the SRS can also be simplified as a sliding fixed
end. +e environmental loads on SRS include alternating
axial loads acting on the plunger (i.e., the bottom end of the
SRS), axial distributed loads, which are related to both time
and the axial position of the SRS, and concentrated axial
liquid loads acting on each coupling.

In order to facilitate the research and highlight the focus
of this paper, the following simplifications and assumptions
are made: (1) +e rod string is an elastic body, and the rod
string moves at the same speed as the suspension point along
the borehole trajectory. (2) +e rod string is a homogeneous
single-stage rod. (3) +e influence of longitudinal and
torsional vibration of SRS on transverse vibration is not
considered. +e transverse vibration of SRS is studied only.
(4) Do not consider the warping of the cross section of the
SRS. +e cross section perpendicular to the axis of the SRS
before deformation is still perpendicular to the axis of the
SRS after deformation. (5) +e shear stress of each cross
section of the SRS is always in the normal plane of the SRS
axis. (6) +e centralized axial load acting on the coupling is
simplified as the axially distributed load. (7) +e position of
any point on the axis of SRS is represented by the curvilinear
coordinates along the borehole axis.

3.1. Transverse Vibration Equation of SRS. Under the above
assumptions, the mechanical model of the SRS transverse
vibration shown in Figure 2(a) is established. In the figure, s
and sw are, respectively, the dynamic and static position
curve coordinates reflecting the position of any point on the

axis of suck rod string. P(t) is the axial load acting on the
bottom of the SRS at time t, with the tension force as the
positive direction. q(s, t) or q(sw, t) is the axial distributed
load on the SRS at the axis position s or sw. qub(s, t) or qub(sw,
t) is the transverse distributed load on the SRS at the axis
position s or sw, that is, the component of the floating weight
of the SRS in the direction perpendicular to the axis of the
SRS and the liquid resistance of the transverse movement of
the SRS. uS(t) is the displacement of the suspension point
relative to the dead center of the suspension at time t, and the
displacement of the suspension point is positive downward.

Figure 2(b) is the force diagram of the element. +e
concentrated force at one end of the element can be
expressed as the force along the tangential direction, the
principal normal direction, and binormal direction of the
corresponding borehole trajectory.

Figure 2(c) shows the transverse vibration excitation
of the axially moving SRS by the inner wall of the curved
tube string (which exaggerates the bending degree of the
borehole trajectory in order to clearly show the excitation
principle). Assume that point A on SRS is located at point
D on the inner wall of the tube string at time t; and the
point B on SRS moves to point D through the Δt period.
+e support point D on the inner wall of the tube string to
the supported point on SRS changes with time, which
stimulates the transverse vibration of SRS.

+e calculation model of the suspension displacement
uS(t) can be established by the kinematic analysis of the
mechanism. Based on the longitudinal vibration simu-
lation of SRS, the axial distributed loads q(s, t) and q(sw,
t), transverse distributed loads qub(s, t) and qub(sw, t), and
the concentrated axial load P(t) at the bottom of the SRS
can be obtained. For the simulation models of uS(t), q(s,
t), q(sw, t), qub(s, t), qub(sw, t), and P(t), see literature
[23, 24], which are not discussed in this paper.

Figure 2(b) is the force diagram of the SRS element.
+e dynamic equilibrium equation of element can be
obtained from the force acting on the element:

Fe(s + ds, t) − Fe(s, t) + fe(s, t)ds � ρA
d2U(s, t)

dt2
ds, (7)

where

U(s, t) � e(s, t)τA + u(s, t)nA + w(s, t)bA,

Fe(s, t) � Feτ(s, t)τA + Fen(s, t)nA + Feb(s, t)bA,

Fe(s + ds , t) � Fe(s, t) + Fe( sds,

Fe( s � Feτ( s − kAFen τA + FeτkA + Fen( s − FebTA nA

+ FenTA + Feb( s bA,

fe(s, t) � feτ(s, t)τA + fen(s, t)nA + feb(s, t)bA,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

where ρ is the density of sucker rod; A is the cross-sectional
area of sucker rod; Feτ(s, t) is the tangential internal force of
cross section s on SRS at t; Fen(s, t) is the internal force of
cross section s on SRS at t in the principal normal direction;
Feb(s, t) is the internal force of cross section s on SRS at t in
the binormal direction; feτ(s, t) is the tangential distributed
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external force of cross section s on SRS at t; fen(s, t) is the
distributed external force of cross section s on SRS at t in the
principal normal direction; feb(s, t) is the distributed external
force of cross section s on SRS at t in the binormal direction;
(Feτ)s is the first-order partial derivative of Feτ to s; (Fen)s is
the first-order partial derivative of Fen to s; (Feb)s is the first-
order partial derivative of Feb to s.

As for the restriction of tube, the transverse vibration of
rod string has little effect on the longitudinal vibration, but
the longitudinal motion of the rod string will significantly
affect its transverse vibration. +erefore, in this paper, the
longitudinal vibration of rod string is solved separately
through the model established in [23, 24]. Based on the
longitudinal vibration simulation results, the transverse

vibration is solved; then the axial distributed load of rod
string is calculated. Simplifying equation (7), the transverse
vibration equilibrium differential equation of rod string in
three-dimensional borehole trajectory (model 1) can be
obtained:

Feτ(s, t)kA sw(  +
zFen(s, t)

zs
− Feb(s, t)TA sw(  + fen(s, t) � ρA

d2u(s, t)

dt2
,

Fen(s, t)TA sw(  +
zFeb(s, t)

zs
+ feb(s, t) � ρA

d2w(s, t)

dt2
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

According to the force diagram of the element, the
moment balance equation is established. +en the rela-
tionship between forces can be obtained:
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Figure 2: Mechanical model of transverse vibration of SRS. (a) Mechanical model. (b) Element model force. (c) Schematic diagram of
borehole trajectory excitation.
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M(s + ds, t) − M(s, t) + rC(s + ds , t) − rC(s, t)( 

× Fe(s + ds , t) +
1
2

rC(s + ds, t) − rC(s, t)( 

× fe(s, t)ds � 0.

(10)

It is simplified to
Ms + Febus − Fenws( τA + Feτws − Feb( nA + Fen − Feτus( bA � 0,

(11)

where

M � EI τC ×
zτC
zs

  � EIkCbC,

Ms � EI

kA sw( wssτA − wsss + TA sw( kA sw(  + TA sw( uss( nA

+ kA sw( ( s + usss − TA sw( wss( bA

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

where E is the elastic model of sucker rod material; I is the
bending inertial moment of SRS.

Introducing formulae (12) to (11), Feb and Fen can be
obtained:

Feb � Feτws − EI wsss + TA sw( kA sw(  + TA sw( uss( ,

Fen � Feτus − EI kA sw( ( s + usss − TA sw( wss( .


(13)

Formula (13)’s partial derivative to s is

Feb( s � Feτ( sws + Feτwss − EI TA sw( ( skA sw(  + TA sw(  kA sw( ( s + wssss + TA sw( ( suss + TA sw( usss( ,

Fen( s � Feτ( sus + Feτuss − EI kA sw( ( ss + ussss − TA sw( ( swss − TA sw( wsss( ,
 (14)

where ussss is the fourth-order partial derivative of u to s;
wssss is the fourth-order partial derivative of w to s; (TA)s is
the first-order partial derivative of TA to s; (kA)ss is the
second-order partial derivative of kA to s.

Distributed external forces acting on rod string can be
expressed by the following formula:

fen � −μ
du

dt
− ρ − ρl( gAcos〈nA, k〉,

feb � −μ
dw

dt
− ρ − ρl( gA cos〈bA, k〉,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

where ρl is the liquid density in tubing string; μ is damping
coefficient.

+e relationship between the static position curvilinear
coordinates and the dynamic position curvilinear coordi-
nates of axially moving SRS is as follows:

sw � s − S − uS(t)( , (16)

where S is the pumping stroke length.
In order to analyze the effect of curved borehole tra-

jectory excitation on the transverse vibration of axially
moving SRS, the comparative simulationmodel 2 is obtained
by ignoring the axial movement of SRS:

Feτ(s, t)kA(s) +
zFen(s, t)

zs
− Feb(s)TA(s) + fen(s, t) � ρA

z2u(s, t)

zt2
,

Fen(s, t)TA(s) +
zFeb(s, t)

zs
+ feb(s, t) � ρA

z2w(s, t)

zt2
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

where

Feb � Feτws − EI wsss + TA(s)uss( ,

Fen � Feτus − EI usss − TA(s)wss( ,

Feb( s � Feτ( sws + Feτwss − EI wssss + TA(s)( suss + TA(s)usss( ,

Fen( s � Feτ( sus + Feτuss − EI ussss − TA(s)( swss − TA(s)wsss( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

Formulae (9), (13), and (14) can be simplified to the
simulation model established in [18, 19] (hereinafter re-
ferred to as model 3) without considering the geometric
stiffness excitation caused by the axial stress and the
borehole trajectory excitation caused by the axial motion of
SRS:

Feτ(s)kA +
zFen(s)

zs
− Feb(s)TA + fen(s) � ρA

z2u(s, t)

zt2
,

Fen(s)TA +
zFeb(s)

zs
+ feb(s) � ρA

z2w(s, t)

zt2
,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(19)

where

Feb � −EI wsss + TAuss( ,

Fen � −EI usss − TAwss( ,

Feb( s � −EI wssss + TA( suss + TAusss( ,

Fen( s � −EI ussss − TA( swss − TAwsss( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(20)
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3.2. Boundary Condition. SRS is constrained by transverse
displacement and angular displacement at the wellhead,
so the suspension to the wellhead can be simplified as a
sliding fixed constraint. +e transverse displacement and
angular displacement of the bottom of the rod string are
constrained by the pump barrel, so the bottom of the rod
string can be simplified as sliding fixed constraints too.
+e boundary conditions of SRS can be expressed as

u | 0≤s≤uS(t) � 0;

u | s�L � 0;

zu

zs

 0≤s≤uS(t) � 0;

zu

zs

 s�L � 0;

w | 0≤s≤uS(t) � 0;

w | s�L � 0;

zw

zs

 0≤s≤uS(t) � 0;

zw

zs

 s�L � 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(21)

3.3. Initial Condition. Assuming that the SRS axis coin-
cides with the borehole trajectory axis in the initial state,
the suspension point is located at the top dead center. +e
initial conditions can be expressed as

U(s, 0) � 0;
zU(s, 0)

zt
� 0; uS(0) � 0. (22)

3.4.BoreholeRestraint. +e rod-tube contact force consists
of the impact force Fs caused by the rod-tube collision and
the transverse force Fn caused by the bending and axial
tension of the rod string.

+e rod-rube collision condition is as follows:
�������
u2 + w2

√
≥R − ri, i � r, c, (23)

where R is the inner circle radius of tube; rr is the radius of
sucker rod; rc is the radius of coupling; when i takes r, it
represents the rod string node, and when i takes c, it rep-
resents the coupling node.

+e position of the corresponding node after collision is

u | t+ �κn R − ri( cos θC

 t−,

w | t+ �κb R − ri( sin θC

 t−,

⎧⎨

⎩ i � r, c, (24)

where

θC � arctan abs
w

u
  , un ≠ 0,

θC �
π
2

, un � 0,

κn �
abs(u)

u
, un ≠ 0,

κb �
abs(w)

w
, ub ≠ 0.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(25)

+e velocity of the corresponding nodes after collision is
vn

 t+ �κnvnA cos θC + κbvτA sin θC

 t+,

vb

 t+ �κbvnA sin θC − κnvτA cos θC

 t+,

⎧⎨

⎩ (26)

where
vτA

 t+ � −csvτA

 t−;

vnA

 t+ � vnA

 t−,

vτA

 t− �κbvn sin θC − κnvb cos θC

 t−,

vnA

 t− �κnvn cos θC + κbvb sin θC

 t−,

vn

 t− �
du

dt

 t−;

vb

 t− �
dw

dt

 t−,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(27)

where t+ represents postcollision and t− represent pre-
collision; cs is the collision recovery coefficient, and its value
depends on the material of the collision body [25].

As it is difficult to determine the instantaneous value
of the collision force, this paper describes the collision
force by the change of the impulse. Assuming that the
rod-tube collision is completed in ts [26] time period, the
distributed force generated by the rod-tube collision in
this time period can be calculated by the following
formula:

Fs � −
ρA

ts

1 + cs( vnO

t−. (28)

+e formula for calculating the transverse force of rod
string is

Fn � κn

Feτk0 + Fen( s − FebT0

− ρ − ρl( gA cos n
 cos θs + κb

FenT0 + Feb( s

− ρ − ρl( gA cos b
 sin θs.

(29)

+e rod-tube contact force can be expressed as

Ft � Fs + Fn. (30)
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4. Transverse Vibration Simulation Method

+e simulation model of the transverse vibration of SRS is a
fourth-order partial differential equation with variable co-
efficients, so the analytical solution of the equation cannot be
obtained. +erefore, the fourth-order Runge–Kutta method
is used to solve the problem. +e solution forms are as
follows:

dy(1) � y(2),

dy(2) � Feτ(s, t)kA sw(  +
zFen(s, t)

zs
− Feb(s, t)TA sw( 

+fen(s, t),

dy(3) � y(4),

dy(4) � Fen(s, t)TA sw(  +
zFeb(s, t)

zs
+ feb(s, t),

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(31)

where y(1) represents u; y(2) represents vn; y(3) represents w;
y(4) represents vb.

+e initial condition of the formula is

y � [0, 0, 0, 0]
T
. (32)

Combining with the borehole constraints in Section 3.4,
equation (31) can be solved by adding the corresponding
discriminant conditions in the solution process. +en the
simulation results of the transverse vibration of SRS in
curved borehole can be obtained. Figure 3 is a flow chart for
calculating transverse vibration of rod string.

5. Simulation Example and Simulation Analysis

5.1. Basic Parameters. Basic simulation parameters are as
follows: rod column diameter is 22mm; coupling diameter is
46mm; rod string length is 1305m; rod string density is
7800 kg/m3; elastic modulus of rod string is 210GPa; inner
diameter of tube is 62mm; stroke length of pumping unit is
6m; stroke frequency of pumping unit is 6min−1. +e
borehole trajectory, suspension point motion law, and axial
force of SRS are shown in Figure 4. Observing Figure 4(a), it
is found that the deviation sections of the borehole are near
400m and 1100m, respectively.

5.2. SimulationResults. Based on the above three simulation
models, the transverse vibration simulation system of SRS in
directional well is developed. +e transverse vibration law of
SRS and the contact force between rod and tube are ob-
tained. Figure 5 shows the simulation results obtained by
model 1. In Table 1, the characteristic values of the rod-tube
contact force in one cycle are counted.+rough observation,
it is found that the average contact forces obtained by the
three models are similar. However, the maximum value of
the rod-tube contact force and the position and time of the
maximum value are not the same. +e standard deviation of

the difference between contact force simulation results
obtained by model 2, model 3, and model 1 can reach
17.72N/m and 56.10N/m, respectively, which indicates that
the simulation results of the instantaneous contact force
obtained by the three models are quite different (the smaller
the standard deviation is, the more similar the simulation
results are). +e rod-tube contact force is related to the
vibration law of SRS, so the simulation results of the three
models are different. In the following, the simulation results
at the same time and the simulation results of same nodes are
analyzed in Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, respectively.

5.2.1. Simulation Results at the Same Time. Figure 4(c)
shows that the axial force of the SRS is always changing.
+e calculation nodes of SRS are always under tension at 3 s;
a part of the calculation nodes at the bottom of the SRS are
under compression at 9 s. To reflect the influence of axial
force on the transverse vibration of SRS, the transverse
vibration simulation results of the SRS at 3 s and 9 s are
analyzed. Figure 6 shows the simulation results of the
coupling node at 3 s; Figure 7 shows the simulation results of
the rod node at 3 s; Figure 8 shows the simulation results of
the coupling node at 9 s; Figure 9 shows the simulation
results of the rod node at 9 s. Table 2 is the statistical table of
the coupling nodes and sucker rods, which contact with tube
string at 3 s and 9 s. Table 3 is the statistical table of rod-tube
contact force characteristic values at 3 s and 9 s.

Figure 6(a) and Table 2 show that most of the coupling
nodes on SRS contact with the tube string at 3 s. +e contact
state of SRS and tube string obtained by the three models is
obviously different at 0∼100m and 1100∼1305m. +ere are
115 coupling nodes contacting with tube string in the
simulation results of model 1, 106 coupling nodes contacting
with tube string in the simulation results of model 2, and 125
coupling nodes contacting with tube string in the simulation
results of model 3 at 3 s. In the simulation results of model 1
and model 2, there are 37 coupling nodes with different
contact states, accounting for 25.7% of the total coupling
nodes. In the simulation results of model 1 and model 3,
there are 42 coupling nodes with different contact states,
accounting for 29.2% of the total coupling nodes. From the
observation of Figure 6(b) and Table 3, it can be found that
there are obvious differences in the simulation results of rod-
tube contact force. Generally, the contact forces of most
coupling nodes obtained by model 1 and model 2 are larger
than that obtained by model 3. +e average contact forces
obtained by model 1 and model 2 are significantly larger
than that obtained by model 3. Although the average contact
forces obtained by model 1 and model 2 are similar (the
difference is 1.97N/m), the standard deviation of the dif-
ference between the simulation results obtained by model 2
and model 1 is as high as 74.31N/m, which shows that the
distribution law of rod-tube contact forces obtained by
model 1 and model 2 is also different at 3 s. It can be found
that the contact forces of coupling nodes near the deviation
section of the borehole are relatively larger, and the node
with the largest contact force locates at the first deviation
section (the deviation section nearest to wellhead).
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+rough the observation of Figure 7(a) and Table 2, it
can be found that the contact nodes of model 1 and model 2
mainly locate at the deviation sections of the borehole at 3 s,
while the contact nodes of model 3 appear from the first
deviation section of the borehole to the bottom of SRS. In the
simulation results of model 1 andmodel 2, there are 4 sucker
rods with different contact states, accounting for 2.8% of the
total sucker rods. According to Figure 7(a), it can be seen
that the specific contact rod nodes of the sucker rods with the
same contact state are not exactly the same. In the simulation
results of model 1 and model 3, there are 80 sucker rods with
different contact states, accounting for 55.2% of the total
sucker rods. Observing Figure 7(b), it is found that there are
significant differences between the three models’ simulation
results of rod-tube contact force. In combination with Ta-
ble 3, it can be known that the contact force of the coupling
node is larger than that of the rod node. +e average contact
forces obtained bymodel 1 andmodel 2 are smaller than that
obtained by model 3 at 3 s. Although the average contact
forces obtained by model 1 and model 2 are similar (the
difference is 0.01N/m), the standard deviation of the dif-
ference between the simulation results obtained by model 2
and model 1 is 2.25N/m, which is larger than the average
contact force. +e above phenomenon shows that the dis-
tribution laws of the rod nodes contact force obtained by
model 1 and model 2 are also different at 3 s.

Figure 8(a) shows that most of the coupling nodes on
SRS contact with the tube at 9 s. According to Table 2, it can
be found that, in the simulation results of model 1 andmodel

2, there are 39 coupling nodes with different contact states,
accounting for 27.1% of the total coupling nodes. In the
simulation results of model 1 and model 3, there are 37
coupling nodes with different contact states, accounting for
25.7% of the total coupling nodes.+e contact state obtained
by the three models is obviously different at 0∼300m.
Figure 8(b) and Table 3 show that the values of rod-tube
contact force obtained by the three models are different too
at 9 s. +e average contact forces obtained by model 1 and
model 2 are larger than that of model 3 at 9 s. +e average
contact force difference between model 1 and model 2 is
5.36N/m (3.5%), and the standard deviation of the differ-
ence between the simulation results obtained bymodel 2 and
model 1 is 48.22N/m, which shows that the coupling nodes
simulation results obtained by model 1 and model 2 are
different too at 9 s. Likewise, the contact force of the cou-
pling node at the first deviation section is larger too at 9 s.
However, different form the simulation results at 3 s, the
rod-tube contact force of coupling node in the deviation
section near to the rod string bottom is not significantly
higher than that of other coupling nodes at 9 s.

Figure 9(a) shows that there are always contact nodes on
the SRS, from the first deviation section to the bottom of the
SRS. According to Table 2, it is found that, in the simulation
results of model 1 and model 2, there are 14 sucker rods with
different contact states, accounting for 9.7% of the total
sucker rods. In the simulation results of model 1 and model
3, there are 58 sucker rods with different contact states,
accounting for 40.0% of the total sucker rods. According to

Start Read basic parameters
initialization y = [0;0;0;0]

Calculate dyUpdate
t = t + Δt

Is t > tend

End

Yes

Calculating y based on
foruth-order Runge–Kutta

No

Is collision?

Node contact force
Ft = 0

Node state before
collision

No

Yes

Node state a�er
collision

Calculate node
contact force Ft

Save y and Ft

Figure 3: Computational flow chart.
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Table 3, it can be known that the average contact forces
obtained by model 1 and model 2 are smaller than that
obtained by model 3 at 9 s. +e standard deviation of the
difference between the simulation results obtained by model
2 and model 1 is 12.86N/m. It shows that the rod nodes
contact forces obtained by model 1 and model 2 are different
at 9 s. Observation of Figure 9(b) shows that the maximum
rod-tube contact force of the rod node obtained by model 1
and model 2 appears in the compression section at the
bottom of SRS.

From the above observations, the following can be
found: (1) At the same time, the contact state and the
distribution law of the contact force obtained by the three
models are different. (2) +e simulation results of the
three models show that the transverse vibrations of SRS
obtained by model 1 and model 2 are more obvious. (3)
Most of the coupling nodes on the SRS contact with the
tube in the whole well, and the contact force is much
larger than that of the rod node.

5.2.2. Simulation Results of the Same Node. In this section,
the simulation results of the two coupling nodes at 531m
and 1080m are compared; and the simulation results of
the two rod nodes at 500 m and 1283m are compared.
Combining with Figure 4, it can be seen that nodes at
500 m and 531m are near to the first deviation section of
the borehole, and the nodes are under tension during the
whole pumping process. +e nodes at 1080m and 1283m
are near to the deviation section near to the bottom of
SRS, and the nodes are under compression during a
period of time in the whole pumping process. Figure 10
shows the simulation results of the coupling node at
531m; Figure 11 shows the simulation results of the
coupling node at 1080 m; Figure 12 shows the simulation
results of the rod node at 500 m; Figure 13 shows the
simulation results of the rod node at 1283 m. Table 4 is the
statistical table of contact force characteristic values of
the above four simulation nodes in one cycle.

According to Figures 10 and 11 and Table 4, the fol-
lowing phenomena were found: (1) +e average contact
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Figure 5: Simulation results of model 1. (a) Distance between the node position and the borehole axis. (b) Contact force between rod and
tube.

Table 1: Statistical table of rod-tube contact force characteristic values in one cycle.

Model Average contact
force (N/m)

Position of max contact
force (m)

Time of max contact
force (s)

+e max contact
force (N/m)

Standard deviation of difference
with model 1 (N/m)

Model
1 14.91 405 0.807s 1361.1

Model
2 14.99 396 0.798s 1370.2 17.72

Model
3 14.76 386 0.762s 536.1 56.10
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Figure 6: +e coupling node simulation results at 3 s. (a) Distance between node position and borehole axis. (b) Contact force between rod
and tube.
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forces obtained by model 1 and model 2 are similar at 531m
and 1080m, but the standard deviations of the difference
between the simulation results obtained by model 2 and

model 1 are 51.80N/m and 103.55N/m, respectively; the
average contact forces obtained by model 1 and model 3 are
obviously different, and the standard deviation is huge too,
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Figure 8: +e coupling node simulation results at 9 s. (a) Distance between node position and borehole axis. (b) Contact force between the
rod and tube.
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Figure 7: +e rod node simulation results at 3 s. (a) Distance between node position and borehole axis. (b) Contact force between rod and
tube.
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indicating that the simulation results of instantaneous
contact forces obtained by the three models are different. (2)
+e simulation results obtained by the three models show
that the coupling node at 531m is always in contact with the
tube. +e simulation results of the coupling node at 1080m
obtained by model 1 and model 2 show that there exists
transverse vibration at the 1080m coupling node. Com-
bining with Figure 4(c), it can be seen that the vibration
mainly occurs in the compression period.

By observing Figures 12 and 13 and Table 4, the fol-
lowing can be found: (1) +e simulation results obtained by

the three models in the same period are different for the
same rod node. Although the average contact forces ob-
tained by model 1 and model 2 are similar at 500m and
1283m, the standard deviations of the difference between
the simulation results obtained by model 2 and model 1 are
3.54N/m and 18.96N/m, respectively. It shows that the
instantaneous contact forces obtained by the two models are
obviously different. (2) +e simulation results obtained by
model 1 and model 2 show that the transverse vibration of
the rod node is relatively obvious. (3) +e transverse vi-
bration of the rod node at 1283m is more obvious than that
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Figure 9: +e rod node simulation results at 9 s. (a) Distance between node position and borehole axis. (b) Contact force between the rod
and tube.

Table 2: Statistical table of the coupling nodes and sucker rods, which contact with tube string at 3 s and 9 s.

Time
(s) Type Model +e coupling nodes/sucker rods contact with tube string

3

Coupling
node

Model 1 6, 8∼11, 14∼22, 24∼34, 36, 37, 41∼47, 49∼92, 94∼96, 99∼105, 107, 109∼126, 128, 133, 136, 139∼143
Model 2 12, 14, 15, 17∼22, 24, 27, 29∼31, 33∼71, 75∼77, 80∼101, 103, 104, 106∼123, 125∼128, 134∼136, 141

Model 3 2∼8, 10∼16, 18∼29, 32, 33, 35∼37, 39∼43, 46∼59, 61∼64, 68∼74, 76∼99, 101∼104, 106∼115, 117∼125,
127∼136, 138∼144

Sucker rod
Model 1 42∼47, 49, 51∼55, 70∼75, 113∼119
Model 2 42∼48, 50∼55, 70∼74, 113∼119
Model 3 36∼129, 134∼137, 139∼145

9

Coupling
node

Model 1 11, 12, 17∼21, 23∼28, 31, 33, 35∼42, 44∼56, 58∼66, 68, 72∼74, 76∼78, 80, 81, 83∼106, 108∼111, 113∼115,
117∼124, 126∼131, 133, 134, 136, 137, 139∼144

Model 2 14, 17, 19, 20, 22, 36∼40, 42∼44, 47∼49, 52∼69, 71, 73∼118, 120∼128, 131∼134, 136∼138, 140∼144

Model 3 2∼5, 8, 12∼19, 21∼24, 26∼29, 34∼37, 39∼47, 49∼56, 58∼74, 76∼102, 104∼107, 109∼129, 131∼141,
143∼144

Sucker rod
Model 1 42∼48, 51∼55, 68∼75, 77, 111, 113, 115, 116, 118, 121∼145
Model 2 42∼47, 50∼55, 57, 69∼74, 92, 106, 111, 114∼119, 121, 122, 124∼127, 129∼145
Model 3 37∼145
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at 500m, and the rod-tube contact force is larger (the dif-
ference is 15.35N/m).

From the above observations, the following can be
found: (1) In the same period, the instantaneous contact
states and the contact forces obtained by the three models
are different. (2) Compared with the tension section, the

transverse vibration is more obvious in the compression
section, and the contact force is larger. (3) Compared with
the rod node, the rod-tube contact force of coupling node is
larger.

+rough the analysis of Sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2, the
following conclusions can be obtained: (1) +e simulation

Table 3: Statistical table of rod-tube contact force characteristic values at 3 s and 9 s.

Time
(s) Node type Model Average contact

force (N/m)
Position of max contact

force (m)
+e max contact
force (N/m)

Standard deviation of difference
with model 1 (N/m)

3

Coupling
node

Model
1 319.13 378 1126.0

Model
2 321.10 405 1129.4 74.31

Model
3 141.61 387 472.6 223.83

Rod node

Model
1 1.17 500.5 92.79

Model
2 1.16 391.5 94.25 2.25

Model
3 11.77 411.5 122.73 23.20

9

Coupling
node

Model
1 152.70 396 560.80

Model
2 158.06 396 573.03 48.22

Model
3 95.80 414 293.04 98.83

Rod node

Model
1 3.02 1294.5 196.75

Model
2 3.06 1297.5 217.97 12.86

Model
3 5.49 375 69.61 16.67
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Figure 10: Simulation results of the coupling node at 531m. (a) Node position. (b) Contact force between the rod and tube.
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results of the instantaneous contact states and the instan-
taneous contact forces obtained by the three models are
different. +e simulation results obtained by model 1 and
model 2 show that the transverse vibration of rod string is
more obvious, which indicates that the transverse vibration
of the rod string will be intensified by the borehole trajectory
excitation caused by the axial motion of the rod string and

the geometric stiffness excitation caused by the axial force.
(2) Compared with the tension section, the transverse vi-
bration of rod string in the compression section is more
obvious, which indicates that the transverse vibration ri-
gidity of the rod string is strengthened when the rod string is
under tension, and the transverse vibration rigidity of the
rod string is weakened when the rod string is compressed.
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Figure 11: Simulation results of the coupling node at 1080m. (a) Node position. (b) Contact force between the rod and tube.
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Figure 12: Simulation results of the rod node at 500m. (a) Node position. (b) Contact force between the rod and tube.
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(3) +e contact force between rod and tube in the deviation
section of borehole is larger, which indicates that the de-
viation section in directional well is the dangerous section of
the rod-tube eccentric wear. (4) +e transverse vibration of
the compression section of rod string is the most obvious. It
shows that the compression section of rod string in

directional well is also the dangerous section of the rod-tube
eccentric wear. (5)+e contact force between rod and tube is
affected by many factors. +e simulation model 1 of the SRS
transverse vibration established in this paper is more
comprehensive and suitable for the prediction of wear
position and wear life of SRS.

Table 4: Statistical table of rod-tube contact force characteristic values of specific nodes in one cycle.

Node type Position
(m) Model Average contact

force (N/m)
Time of max contact

force (s)
+e max contact
force (N/m)

Standard deviation of difference
with model 1 (N/m)

Coupling
node

531

Model
1 459.97 0.879 826.0

Model
2 455.65 0.750 813.2 51.80

Model
3 195.99 1.022 339.0 131.50

1080

Model
1 221.40 1.290 575.8

Model
2 199.49 1.283 560.1 103.55

Model
3 119.69 1.152 202.8 105.75

Rod node

500

Model
1 0.13 9.625 38.7

Model
2 0.51 0.136 37.4 3.54

Model
3 34.50 0.757 54.0 13.09

1283

Model
1 15.48 8.236 138.0

Model
2 12.38 7.250 205.4 18.96

Model
3 7.25 0.170 27.9 21.84
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Figure 13: Simulation results of the rod node at 1283m. (a) Node position. (b) Contact force between the rod and tube.
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6. Conclusions

According to the above researches, the following conclu-
sions can be obtained:

(1) +e transverse vibration of SRS is one of the main
factors leading to eccentric wear between SRS and
tube string, so the research on SRS transverse vi-
bration has always been the focus in oil field. In this
paper, based on the previous studies (model 3), the
transverse vibration simulation model 2 of SRS is
established considering the geometric stiffness ex-
citation caused by the alternating axial force. On the
basis of model 2, it is proposed that the curved
borehole trajectory is a main excitation of the SRS
transverse vibration, and a more comprehensive
transverse vibration simulation model 1 of SRS is
established. +en the fourth-order Runge–Kutta
method is used to simulate the transverse vibration
of SRS in directional wells. +e simulation results
show that the dangerous section of eccentric wear
between SRS and tube string occurs in the deviation
section of oil well and the compression section of
SRS. +e rod-tube contact force is relatively larger in
the deviation section of oil well, and the transverse
vibration of SRS is relatively obvious in the com-
pressed section of SRS.

(2) +rough the above quantitative and qualitative
analysis, it is found that although the average
contact forces between SRS and tube string ob-
tained by the three models are similar in the whole
cycle, the change rules of the instantaneous
contact state and instantaneous contact force
between SRS and tube string are different. It shows
that the main excitation of SRS transverse vi-
bration includes the geometric stiffness excitation
caused by the alternating axial force and the
curved borehole trajectory excitation caused by
the SRS axial movement. So the transverse vi-
bration simulation model 1 is more
comprehensive.

(3) +e simulation of the instantaneous contact po-
sition and contact force between SRS and tube
string is the basis of the prediction of the eccentric
wear position and the wear life of SRS. According
to the research results of this paper, it is found that
the geometric stiffness excitation caused by the
alternating axial force and the curved borehole
trajectory excitation caused by the SRS axial
movement will significantly affect the simulation
results of the instantaneous contact position and
contact force between SRS and tube string.
+erefore, the transverse vibration simulation
model 1 of SRS established in this paper is helpful
to predict the eccentric wear position and the wear
life of SRS more accurately, and it is of great
significance and economic value to prevent ec-
centric wear of SRS.
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